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Secrets of the rich, :

misogyrry inthepolice
and a solitary lesson
The rr.gm files in the Pandora papers are the biggest trove
ofleaked offshore datainhistoryand expose the trouble
to which rich and powerful elites will go to shelter their
fortunes in offshore tax havens. They reveal the secret
offshore affairs of 35 world leaders and shine a light on the
secret f,nances of more than 3oo other public officials in
at least 90 countries. Not everyone named is accused of
wrongdoing. But using companies or trusts incorporated
in tax havens, the rich can ensure their assets remain
hidden, and sometimes that enables tax avoidance.

The flles were leaked to the International Consortium
of Investigative Journalists in Washington, and shared
with select media partners including the Guardian - visit
theguardian.com to see the full series.
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The life sentencing last week of former London police
officer Wayne Couzens for the kidnap, rape and murder of
Sarah Everard has raised hard truths for the Metropolitan
police force. Mark Townsend examines the culture of
misogynyinthe Met that shielded theguiltyman, while
Alexandra Topping considers how the case's grim details
have heightened women's sense of despair about levels of
sexual violence in the UK.
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For manyofus, isolation hasbeen adefiningaspect of
the Covid-rg pandemic. Last yeai, the writer Stephanie
Theobald came up with a novel way of riding out the
crisis - relocating to a cave in California's Mojave desert.
She reveals how the experience affected her inner peace -
and her fear ofspiders - in our features section.
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On the cover
Those wealthy enough to organise their financiaI
affairs in offshore tax havens such as the Cayman
lslands or the British Virgin lslands expect to
be shieLded from public scrutiny. Yet that is
precisety what awaits some of the ctients of the
14 offshore providers whose data is contained in
the Pandora papers.
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